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Dear Leaders, Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen:
Good afternoon! In this gold autumn, PT Expo China 2018 is opening. On behalf of the Ministry of 

Industry and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China, I sincerely welcome all of you to join 
in our event!

Nowadays our world is in great change because of the technology industry and information revolution is 
still in process. For instance, new information communication technology (ICT) is giving force to the global 
economy and society recently. Thus, The Party Central Committee, The State Council value situations of 
ICT and the ICT industry highly. President Xi pointed out that we should grab the opportunity of information’s 
enhancement immediately, allow information to apply for its leading role and enable ICT better serve the 
economy, society and people’s lifestyle.

This year is the 40th anniversary of China’s Reform and Opening up. In these 40 years, the ICT 
professionals always stay true to the mission, deal with big problems, look for the next step even in troubles, 
and eventually accomplish the industry achievement from scratch to strength. Now I will demonstrate this 
strength in four parts.

Firstly, the ICT infrastructure capacity has achieved a leapfrog growth. We built the largest global 4G 
network, enabled cities to link up to fiber-optic networks. The outcome is more than 96% administrative 
village become optical-fiber accessible.

Secondly, the ability to serve our society and people is increasing. The E-commerce, mobile payment, 
sharing economy are developing rapidly. Smartphones and the Internet are everywhere in China today.

Thirdly, the integration between the ICT industry and the manufacturing industry is continuing to deepen. 
The manufacturing industry’s level of digitalization, network and intelligence are constantly improving. The 
evolution of intelligent manufacturing and industrial Internet are showing great potential.

Fourthly, the level of openness and cooperation have been significantly raised. Chinese and Foreign 
enterprises have reached deep cooperation and win-win outcomes in the industry ecosystem’s every single 
point. 

This year, our event themes under “Digitalization & Intelligence: Shaping the World of Tomorrow”, which 
fully showcases the enhancement trend of data-driven economic transformation, situations of network-
enabled interconnection, deep integration of artificial intelligence, and trends of high-end manufacturing 
innovation.  ICT China High Level Forum 2018 has 14 sessions and we set a special exhibition area for the 
achievement of information and communications industry under the Reform and Opening up for 40 years 
particularly, enabling people to review the ICT industries’ achievement through history, experience digital 
technology, and imagination through the collision of ideas. 

Guests and Friends! Seizing the opportunity of ICT, empowering the sustainable evolution of the 
economy and promoting the building of a community of Shared future for humanity in an information society 
are the dreams and responsibilities of the global ICT industry. Now in this speech, I will give four advice.

First, We should continue to boost the supply system for information consumption, upgrade consumption 
and improve people's lives. We are supposed to enhance the supply capacity of communications 
infrastructure, improve network coverage, accelerate the deployment and application of new technologies 
and consolidate the infrastructure for information consumption. Then, we can accelerate the establishment 
of an intelligent, high level and integrated system for supplying new information products and expand new 
space for information consumption.

Second, we should attach greater importance to the growth of the digital economy and help achieve 
high-quality economic growth. We are required to speed up the process of digital industrialization, find the 
potential of data resource industrialization in depth, rely on information technology to drive new energy to 
empower new expansion. Speed up the pace of industrial digitalization. Take the opportunity of the industrial 
Internet construction to build an industrial Internet platform for small and medium-sized enterprises, promote 
the platform on millions of industrial apps, build cloud for millions of small and medium-sized enterprises, 
focus on cultivating the advanced manufacturing industry represented by intelligent manufacturing, and help 
the industry to move towards the medium or high level.

Third, we could build a sound environment to ensure sustained, healthy and safe industrial 
enhancement. We will give full play to the decisive role of the market in allocating resources and foster a fair 
playing field. We should give better play to the role of the government, take inclusive and sensible regulation 
as the principle, constantly improve the regulatory system in the course of action and afterwards, constantly 
improve the security level of the information and communications industry, strengthen the protection of 
intellectual property rights and strengthen the protection of consumers' rights and interests.

Fourth, we need to deepen the Reform and Opening up of the information and communications 
industries and promote coordinated innovation and common growth of the global industry. We will firmly 
take the key step of the Reform and Opening up to support the global ICT industry. At the same time, we will 
encourage Chinese enterprises to be innovative and brave enough to go outside, so that people around the 
world can better enjoy the performance of information technology enhancement.

Ladies and gentlemen, just like monster strike water for thousands of kilometers and thousands of men 
run together, a new wave for scientific and technological revolution and industrial transformation is coming 
rapidly and massively. We hope global information communicators will dare to be the first group. Be brave, 
open to win-win and work together in order to create a better new era for the information society.

Finally, I wish this event a complete success.
Thank you!

Minister’s Address at the Opening Ceremony

Miao Wei
Minister, MIIT
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Overview

The ICT Industry is being strongly integrated into various economic and social areas worldwide, 
becoming vessels of the digital economy, indispensable like water, electricity, and gasoline. Under this 
background, PT Expo China 2018 with the theme “Digitalization & Intelligence: Shaping the World of 
Tomorrow” gathered nearly 400 companies and held more than 20 cross-industry conference sessions 
in a 40,000m2 exhibiting space, where created a future world of network, digitalization, and intelligence, 
and set up an influential platform for the ecosystem in the aspects of networking and cooperation.

The four-day event brought together a number of cutting-edge ICTs such as 5G, Artificial Intelligence, 
"Technology + Culture", NB-IoT, Optical Communications, Satellite Communications, Smart Driving 
and their innovative impacts on vertical fields. In addition that the year 2018 is the 40th anniversary of 
China’s Reform and Opening up, we particularly initiated a Thematic Exhibition: Celebrating the 40th 
Anniv. of China's Reform and Opening up. The thematic exhibition allowed visitors to touch the ICT 
industry’s dramatic changes, and encouraged the industry’s new adventures starting from what has 
been done.

Like what the theme had implied, this was an event where digitalization’s innovative energy and 
intelligences’ striking vitality were fully showcased.
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As one of the spotlights of this event, IMT-
2020(5G) promotion group released the 
latest results of the third phase of China’s 
5G trial. So far, the third phrase of the NSA 
test has been completed and the SA test 
has been fully launched. 

During the event, various 5G applications 
were  b rough t  i n to  rea l i t y  and  such 
experiences became eyes-catching, making 
the event the biggest 5G showground before 
the 5G commercialization.

Led by the Palace Museum and Tencent, 
the “Tech+Culture” thematic exhibition 
leveraged technologies to protect cultural 
heritage and share traditional value, creating 
an accessible visit experience and allowing 
every visitor to sense the power of Chinese 
culture more easily.



Highlights

The Thematic Exhibition: Celebrating the 40th 
Anniversary of China’s Reform and Opening up, 
divided into the historical exhibition and future 
exhibition, particularly reviewed the ICT industries’ 
dramatic changes during the 40 years and explored 
the future. More than 5000 visitors from enterprises 
and organizations gathered for group visiting. From 
"Handwriting mirrors one's face" to "Distance is not 
a problem", visitors found the ICT industries’ great 
changes and its contributions to the economy and 
society since the reform.

Influential awards were given during the 
event including the ICT China Awards for 
Innovation City, the ICT China Awards for 
Innovation Industry and the METIS Awards 
for Intelligent Terminals.

From smart cities to smart industries, some 
of excellent ICT application cases were 
collected and edited into a collection, in 
order to bring the technologies into real 
life and real cases, share experiences and 
empower ICTs to be applied into the society 
and other industries.



Highlights

“Digitalization & Intelligence: Shaping the World of Tomorrow”, this four-day event allows all attendees to 
come into a world of network, digitalization, and intelligence.
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400+ Exhibitors

40000 Square Meters

580+ Media

60000+ Attendees

360+ Conferences Guests and 5866 Audiences

Over 50 delegations from local governments and
160+ delegations from companies & organizations 
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Attendee: Numbers & Facts
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From Left: Zhang Feng, Tong Jilu, Wang Liming, Shang Yong, Miao Wei, Yang Xiaowei, Yang Jie, Wang Xiaochu, Li Yue

Government Officials
The event continually received much attention from government officials at all levels. Top-flight officials attended the event 
included Miao Wei, Minister of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT); Guo Kailang, Team Leader 
of Central Commission for Discipline Inspection in the MIIT; Xin Guobing, Vice Minister of the MIIT; Zhang Feng, Chief 
Engineer of the MIIT; Yang Xiaowei, Deputy Director of the Office of the Central Cyberspace Affairs Commission; Shang 
Yong, Vice-Minister of Emergency Management Ministry; Wang Liming, Vice Governor of Qinghai Province; Pan Liguo, 
Director of Standing Committee of Shenyang People's Congress; Liu Lihua, Deputy Director of the Economic Committee 
of the 13th CPPCC National Committee and Former Vice Minister of the MIIT; Jin Shubo and Guo Yanyan, Former Team 
Leaders of Central Commission for Discipline Inspection in the MIIT. Representatives from other regulatory agencies also 
attended the event such as Foreign Ministry, National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Finance, Ministry 
of Housing and Construction, Ministry of Commerce, SASAC, General Administration of Customs, SARFT, Joint Staff of 
the Military Commission, Representatives of Beijing.

Scholars
The event is not only a showcase platform for cutting-edge technologies and business negotiations, but also a wonderful 
collision of academic ideas. Six Academicians attended the event: Zhu Gaofeng, Academician of Chinese Academy 
of Engineering, Former Minister of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications; Ni Guannan, Academician of 
Chinese Academy of Engineering; Shen Changxiang, Academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering; Wu Jiangxing, 
Academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering; Liu Yunjie, Academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering; Zhong 
Yixin, Member of IEEE & New York Academy of Sciences. Many other experts and scholars also attended the event.

Attendee

Top-flight Constituency



Miao Wei, Guo Kailang and Zhang Feng

Deputy Minister of Defense of Laos

Pan Liguo

Jin Shubo

Miao Wei, Yang Xiaowei and Shang Yong

Wang Liming

Liu Lihua

Zhu Gaofeng

Top-flight Constituency

Attendee



Delegation

The event welcomed more than 50 local government delegations and more than 160 delegations from 
companies & organizations. Government leaders from Beijing, Qinghai, Shenyang, Guiyang, Lanzhou, 
Yinchuan, Baotou, Weinan, Jinhua, Yingtan, Yuxi and other provinces and cities attended the event, 
alongside with numerous delegations of province-level and city-level industry and information departments, 
information and communication administrations, culture and tourism departments, development and reform 
commissions, state-owned assets supervision and administration commissions, business commissions, 
operator branches, etc., truly making the influence of the event to the whole country and major vertical 
markets.

Attendee
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Conference

360+ Speakers 5866 Audiences
More than 20

Conference Sessions 

As the part of the event, the conference program ICT China High Level Forum 2018 extended its 
topics, consisting of more than 20 of conference sessions with topics on affordable broadband network, 
5G, NB-IoT, AI & ICT, connected cars, urban development, cloud computing, big data and optical 
communications. Government officials, industry leaders, experts and scholars domestic and overseas 
from multiple different fields brought out in-depth discussions on the future trend, innovation direction 
and financial capital market of ICT and vertical markets. The results release of China’s 5G trial has 
drawn much attention. Three influential awards were given during the event including the ICT China 
Awards for Innovation City, the ICT China Awards for Innovation Industry and the METIS Awards for 
Intelligent Terminals.



Conference

Key Speakers at the ICT Leaders Forum

Miao Wei
Minister, MIIT

Xin Guobin
Vice-minister, MIIT

Zhang Feng
Chief Engineer, MIIT

Shen Changxiang
Academician, CAE

Wu Jiangxing
Academician, CAE

Li Yong
Vice-president, China
Academy of Information and 
Communications Technology

Xu Xianping
Chairman, China General 
Technology Group

Chen Zhongyue
Deputy General Manager, 
China Telecom

Jian Qin
Vice-president, 
China Mobile

Liang Baojun
Deputy General Manager, 
China Unicom



Conference

Gu Xiaomin
Vice-president, 
China Tower

Feng Nai’en
Deputy Director,
The Palace Museum

Liu Song
Vice-president, 
Alibaba Group

Wang Ying
Senior Vice-president, 
Sogou

Liu Duo
President, China Academy of 
Information and Communications 
Technology

Lu Yong
President of China Region, 
Huawei

Chen Shanzhi
EVP, China Information 
Communications Technologies
Group Corporation

Kalvin Peng
Head of R&D NEA, 
Ericsson

Werner Schaefer
Vice-president of the 
Global Operators Division, 
Intel Corporation

Yang Hua
General Secretary，
TD Industry Alliance

Key Speakers at the ICT Leaders Forum



Opening Ceremony& ICT Leaders Forum

5G Innovation & Development Summit

The two topics “Joint Plan of Digital Economy” and “Towards a Smart Society” fully showcased the fundamental, strategic 
and leading role of ICT in the whole national economy, promoted the deep integration of digital economy and the real 
economy, served real economy to develop toward high quality. In this impressive forum, we invited government officials, 
well-known experts, scholars and industry leaders to share some of the typical theories, views and cases.

As a heavyweight division of our conference program, this summit themed under "Commercial and Vertical Industry Application 
of 5G ". The industry gathered together to share 5G achievements and facilitate 5G development. Experts and representatives 
attended the summit from companies of operators, systems, chips, terminals, instruments and research institutes such as China 
Telecom, China Mobile, China Unicom, DOCOMO, Ericsson, Qualcomm, Huawei, Nokia Shanghai Bell, Samsung, Intel, ZTE, 
CAICT. The summit was highlighted by the IMT-2020 (5G) promotion group who released the latest results of the third phase of 
China's 5G technology trial.
 

Conference Sessions

Conference



Future City New Ecosystem Conference & Broadband China City Summit

"Improve Internet Speed and Reduce Its Prices" Forum

The summit showcased achievements since the Broadband China Strategy implementations, which have dramatically 
promoted the broadband development of the country and opened up to an era of smart city. The broadband development 
has also provided more possibilities for the culture & tourism industry to celebrate an intelligent era through information 
technologies: urban planning, enriching exhibition formats, improving destination' s management level, sharing the culture's 
values and building up the characteristics of the cities.

The Forum summarized and publicized the work effectiveness of network acceleration and cost reduction. In this forum 
we invited representatives of mobile operators, equipment manufacturers, Internet companies and famous experts to 
demonstrate the fundamental role of network acceleration and cost reduction in facilitating people’s lifestyle to promote 
industry upgrade and the economic development in a three-dimensional and all-around way through keynote speeches, 
roundtable discussion, publicity video and white paper releases.
 

Conference

Conference Sessions



“Embracing AI, Opening an Era of Intelligent ICT Services” Summit

World Smart Driving Summit

How AI and ICT help accelerate each other? The Summit focused on two key topics: "AI Empowering the ICT Infrastructure" 
and "AI Processing Power Evolution", which attempted to bring out discussions on how the ICT industry support AI's 
evolution, pictured AI's innovative roles in the ICT infrastructure and explored AI's potential in empowering traditional 
industries.

Commercial 5G is coming, as well as the era of Smart Driving. Currently, The Smart Driving area has many players, 
including Internet giants, traditional automobile manufacturers, and startups. As one of the most important vertical markets 
of 5G, we invited stakeholders in the field of Smart Driving in this summit, to carry out in-depth discussion on “Intelligent 
Connection and Future Travel” and “Smart Driving and Information Security”.

Conference

Conference Sessions



China Optical
Communications Summit

China Cloud Services & 
Big Data Summit

Green Energy & Antenna
Technology Summit

MEC & Internet Summit

New information and communication technology (ICT) 
has a profound impact on the future enhancement 
direction of optical networks. It drove the sustained and 
rapid growth of optical communication demand. The 
summit  focused on "fiber optic and cable technology", 
"a new generation of optical transmission network", 
"infrastructure construction", "smart city application" and 
other hot topics, invited elites from all walks of life to 
launch a warm technical discussion and thinking practice 
sharing, discussed the growth of "broadband China".

As a strategic industry, cloud computing and big 
data will play a key role in promoting economic 
transformation in the future. The Summit focused 
on hot topics such as "telecom users' cloud service 
demand ", "cloud network integration", "data center 
operation and maintenance", "cloud computing", 
"big data", "cloud security”, “block chain" to discuss 
the future of cloud computing and big data in China.

The summit discussed the future growth of green 
energy in China based on the hot topics of "Power 
Infrastructure Construction" and "Green Data 
Center Solutions". At the same time, the summit 
also focused on "Key Antenna Technology", 
"Antenna Infrastructure Construction" and other hot 
topics, invited elites from all walks of life to have in-
depth discussions of technological applications and 
speeches about organizing and practicing them.

As the key technology of 5G network architecture 
evolution, MEC can meet the requirements of the 
system for throughput, delay, network flexibility and 
intelligence. The summit focused on such hot topics 
as "MEC Frontier Technology and Solutions", "MEC 
Deployment Based on 5G", "MEC Business Model", 
"Network Reconstruction", "Intelligent Operation", 
and invited the elites from all walks of life to discuss 
the future growth of MEC.

Conference

Conference Sessions



China's IMT-2020 (5G) promotion group added 
indoor coverage into the third phase of the national 
5G trial project. The roundtable gathered relevant 
stakeholders to come as scheduled and discuss on 
fostering the growth of the indoor coverage digitization 
industry in 5G era around the demand for indoor 
coverage network capacity, business innovation, and 
other topics.

The In ternet  o f  Th ings technology LPWA, 
represented by NB-IoT, has become a new growth 
engine of the Internet of Things in China and a 
blue ocean market. This Summit organized by 
NB-IoT Alliance and Huawei invited key players 
and brought out discussions on technologies and 
practices of NB-IoT.

The Summit showcased the most cutting-edge 
achievements, industry highlights, and technologies 
while revealing the results of the METIS awards 
for Intelligent Terminals. Chinese Mobile Phones 
Development Report 2018 and VR Applications & 
Innovation White-Paper 2018 was released during 
the Summit. The stakeholders brought out in-
depth discussions on the mobile intelligent terminal 
ecosystem.

SDN/ NFV which advocates making network software-
based and virtualized can change the current network 
dilemmas and provide an operational guarantee for 
the demands of operators. The summit focused on 
hot spots such as "SDN / NFV"，Cloud Computing", 
"Network Virtualization", "Future Network Infrastructure 
Construction", "SDN Software Applications", "Cloud 
Data Center", etc. We invited elites from all walks of 
life to have heated discussions about technology and 
to talk about future developments of SDN/NFV.

Conference

5G Indoor Coverage of 
Digital Industry Roundtable

Cellular IoT & Vertical Markets Summit

Mobile Intelligent Terminal 
Summit 2018 (METIS)

SDN/NFV Summit

Conference Sessions



The Summit took “Integrate communication 
technologies in space, sky and earth, Promote 
emergency communication industry development” 
as the theme, carried out discussions on emergency 
communications planning, integrated information 
technology, integrated civil-military, achieved the 
goal of guiding technological innovation, increasing 
product promotion and application, and enhancing 
the vitality of China's emergency communication 
industry.

TOP SHOW is an active platform for innovative 
start-ups and creative knowledge, information 
and views. This year, it was specially set up for 
the“Innovation Plaza for the Future World” exhibition 
area. Three topics of  “Internet of Everything”, 
“Future Network” and “Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation” were set up as a additional platform for 
the speakers from exhibitors to have a chance to 
share with the visitors face-to-face.

Conference

Emergency Communications 
Industry Summit

TOP SHOW Future
Tech Gathering

Conference Sessions
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More than 580 Chinese and foreign media attended the event such as Xinhua News Agency, Xinhua 
Net, People's Daily, People.cn, China Daily, China.org.cn, CCTV, CCTV-2, CNR.cn, CNR-Economy 
Sound, China Radio International, CGTN, Economy Daily, 21st Century Business Herald, Legal Daily, 
China Industry News, C114, People's Post and Telecommunications News, China Electronics News, 
CWW, ccidcon.com, Caijing.com.cn, Phoenix, Tencent, Sina, Sohu, Netease, Tianjin TV station. 
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Sponsors & Partners

www.telworld.com.cn

Portal Media Partner

Media Partner

Strategic Media Partner

Exclusive HR Partner

Conference Registration Partner



Sponsors & Partners

ICToffer.com
专注信息通信行业职业机会



Sponsors & Partners

ICT China High Level Forum 2018 Partners
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